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ABOUT THE PROGRAM
The Ambassador Program is supported by the Monash Law Faculty through the Student Engagement & 
Employability portfolio. The program offers students an opportunity to manage initiatives they are 
passionate about while gaining valuable leadership skills, which are aimed at enhancing career 
development, professionalism and building employability skills. The program is designed to equip 
Ambassadors with confidence and skills that makes them highly sought after by employers. 
Ambassadors represent and promote Monash Law at a range of student, alumni and industry events. 

Ambassadors get involved in a range of initiatives including: 
• Personal and professional skills training sessions 
• Creating and managing a project which will help their peers and/or the community 
• Enhanced overall university experience and making new friends 
• Invitations to select events for networking 
• Contributing to Monash University and the wider community through events such as Monash Open 
Day, Orientation and other Monash Law engagements 

The 2021 program included the following workshops: 
• Leadership Skills – delivered by Career Connect
• Public Speaking and Presenting skills – delivered by The Generator
• Ambassador Group Meetings – The Ambassador cohort met frequently to discuss their team 
projects, shared hints and tips and mentioned opportunities to collaborate with other groups
• Ambassador Mentors Workshops – Previous year Ambassadors who wished to enhance their 
leadership skills took on a mentoring role

The Showcase is an opportunity for the teams to share with academics, mentors, industry 
representatives, friends, family and other students how their projects enhanced the university 
experience of their peers, benefited the community and improved students’ employability. Some teams 
may receive a grant from the faculty to continue to develop their projects into the future. The Showcase 
is an opportunity to celebrate our Ambassadors‘ success and hard work throughout 2021. 

This program booklet features 13 initiatives that were brought to life, or improved, during 2021. The 
Showcase will feature presentations on each of these initiatives, demonstrating each team's goals, 
processes, outcomes and potential for future growth. 



A REASONABLE STANDARD
WELLBEING  FOR LAW STUDENTS

Our Vision Key Achievements
At AA Reasonablee Standard , we want to 

talk about al l  things dif f icult and 

confronting surrounding menta ll  health . 

ARS is an onl ine publ icat ion a imed at 

addressing the st igma surrounding 

mental health and well -being in the 

legal community.  We produce 

interviews with iindustryy professionals ,  

personall  perspectives , and 

infographics on our variety of platforms 

to destigmatise mental health in the 

law whi le promoting a culture of 

understanding, support ,  and 

encouragement.

In 2021, ARS successful ly :

transit ioned wwebsitee platforms, 

acquired a more vv is iblee URL, 

conducted a ful l rrebrand, and 

publ ished 1100 neww art ic les on a 

regular publ icat ion schedule.  

Successful ccol laborat ion with other 

LAPP groups and the MMonashh Laww 

Studentt  Society has led to an increase 

in readership, with our most popular 

art ic les reaching hundreds of v iews, 

and more than 3733 uniquee readers .

Our Future Budgetary Goals
We are passionate about law and the 

mental health. At ARS, we want to 

continue to ra isee awareness and 

educate people about mental health 

issues and the law.

Next year, we aim to continue to:

produce relevant content ,  

increase socia l media presence, 

col laborate with other 

organisations, and 

increase our on-campus 

presence. 

Menta ll  healthh issuess aren’tt  goingg 

away,,  andd neitherr aree we!!  

$500 in supplementary funding would 

enable ARS to:

maintain wwebsitee subscript ion

fees into 2022 and beyond,

organise and faci l i tate iin-

personn events and fundraisers 

on Monash campuses.

purchasing ttargetedd 

advert isements. 

Specif ical ly,  we would l ike to run 

targeted advert isements on Instagram, 

as 88% of readers view our website v ia 

this platform. 

Connect with us!  
@reaso nablestandar d |  areas onables tan dard@gmail .com |  areas on ables tan dard.co m



Established in 2019, EncycLAWpedia is a Monash Law Ambassador initiative, which is currently
being managed by 8 enthusiastic Monash Law students. With the aim of bridging the gap between
theory and practice, EncycLAWpedia has interviewed a range of legal professionals to provide
students with holistic information about each practice area. Each of our online guides includes an
overview of a specific area of law, insights into the day-to-day work lives of professionals working in
the field, as well as recent articles about developments in the industry.

BY LAW STUDENTS FOR LAW STUDENTS

BACKGROUND

2021 SUCESSES

2022 GOALS

2021 LAW AMBASSADOR SHOWCASE

Launched our
podcast series.

Published 3 episodes
which average 30

views each.

Contacted 130+
professionals.

Published 13 law guides
in 2021 which has

doubled our total law
guides since 2020.

Increased social media
and website following.
90% increase in unique

visitors to the website and
amassed 300+ followers
on Instagram in the past

year.

Collaborated with
three other LAP

projects. Ran our first
ever event with LawCate

and have plans for
events in the future!

Double our social media following on all platforms.
Launch at least 10 more law guides and podcasts to cover the
main electives offered at Monash University.
Deliver 3 panel events to continue empowering law students in
their legal careers.

Funding: $250 requested to maintain our website.



Locating Opportunities in Law

Aamna Syed, Aimee Morcos, Angela Wang, Isabel
Paige, Mahi Joshi, Monique Tarrant, Monique Walker,
Nithini Perera, Rak Aggarwal, Rihini Premasooriya,
Shabrea Teo, Sebastian Kostas, Yasmin De Jersey

To connect with and empower law students with
opportunities to build employability skills, explore
different resources and to learn about career
pathways, in preparing themselves for the future
of law.

Co-collaboration, Accessibility, Knowledge and
Support

An overwhelming number of students feel
a lack of clarity and transparency in
accessing and locating career
opportunities, resources, and events.
Students are overloaded with information
from multiple sources, and there is often a
lack of quality information and guidance on
a career beyond the traditional, black-
letter lawyer.

To create a one-stop platform designed by
law students for law students. To
condense the information out there in a
convenient and accessible format for law
students to access, engage with and
connect to.

We have created a user-friendly website
showcasing a multitude of opportunities and
resources to build soft skills and employability
skills. We are in the trial period of creating a new
app with capacity to be updated based on student
feedback. In addition to sharing and promoting
resources on our platform, we have prioritised
creating our own content specifically focusing on
progressive law pathways. We have conducted
and released interviews via social media featuring
lawyers and legal professionals in different areas
of law, posted blog articles delivering key
information on study skills and have hosted
events in collaboration with fellow law student
bodies and law ambassador groups on areas of
law and transitioning into legal practice.

We look to expand the reach and accessibility of
our platform and will work closely with our
student user base in making user-driven iterative
improvements to our platforms. We will do so by
measuring our impact on the current law student
community and diversify our content to suit the
needs of current and prospective law students in
all years of their degree. We hope to expand our
team and provide members with greater
opportunities to network with industry
professionals, and to collaborate with these
professionals, university departments, and
external organisations in compiling and providing
the most up-to-date information to students.

Our project requires financial support for its future growth.
We have invested the $2000 grant (earned in 2018 and 2020)
into creating the current version of the app, and the creation
and maintenance of the current Lawcate website. Our ongoing
costs include $137.10 annual fee for the maintenance of the
website, and a projected $50-$100 per month maintenance
cost for a new or app software, app depending on user and
server capacity. We have also invested $100-$200 in making
donations to not-for profits and charities, including
Environmental Justice Australia, following our panel event
exploring careers and access to justice in environmental law.

We are seeking an investment from the Law Faculty to cover
the costs of the maintenance of the app, app store costs and
website platform subscription. We also seek an investment to
cover the costs of donations, gift prizes to guest speakers and
professionals, infrastructure, room hire costs and other
refreshments, with the hope of returning to hosting in-person
events in 2022.

In return, we would like to work closely with the faculty and
the LSS to make this a centralised platform through which law
students can receive information on upcoming events and
opportunities.





THE LEGAL JUMP
Empowerment

Our vision is to serve and empower students in their
consideration of and transition to Monash Law School

Seminars
The Legal Jump aims to inspire high school students in the final legal of their journey by
reaching out to them directly. Our school program seminar inspires students to
consider studying law, and advocates for Monash Law School. We have visited 6 schools
(physically & virtually) and are currently expanding.

Videos
The Legal Jump videos take viewers on a journey through different aspects of law
school. We provide insight into the academic, social and emotional sides to law school.
Our videos inform students and give them the confidence to take the jump.

Discord
The Legal Jump uses discord as a server with multiple topic based channels to reach
out, engage and connect with current law students. This platform enables for
prospective students to directly ask their questions and create connections.

Our Future
Currently, we are focusing on growing our network with local high schools to continue
sharing our personal transition experience with students, encouraging students to take
the jump and consider a law degree at Monash.

In the long term, we are looking to establish a feedback loop, to drive innovative service.
We are also looking forward to increasing our social media presence to interact and
connect with students, and develop more accessible and fun videos!

@thelegaljump
p

@thelegaljump
p

thelegaljump@gmail.com
p

Members: Demitri Kaminis, Tamsin Plotnek, Zoe Sakell, Ashley Stratford & Grace Sin



A passion in
pursuing a legal

career in the US or
UK

A need for greater
information

regarding overseas
opportunities

A desire to ensure
Monash law

students can access
this information

We hope to continue publishing quality, original articles that
attract our target audience to engage with our platform. We
want our content to bring to law students new and unique
insights in understanding real, achievable pathways to the

UK/US.

Now that international borders are opening again, we hope to
see every student and their dog coming to our website to

launch their career on the world stage.

We also hope that the coming year will generate more
interest from firms in the UK and the USA to accept our
requests for interviews as the world reopens and firms

actively try to recruit students from overseas.

FUTURE AMBITIONS

Like every household in the country during the pandemic,
we are savers this year and have not spent a cent!

SEO spend of AU$25 p/m across social media
Yearly Wix website subscription of AU$15 p/m
Canva subscription of AU$20 p/m

Our 2022 budget aims include:

Total AU$720 per year

BUDGET

We are a group of internationally minded law student with the following in common:

The Global Lawyer provides a platform to bridge the
knowledge gap about opportunities for Australian law
students who wish to pursue their career overseas.

We aim to communicate information, tips, tricks and
guidance on the application process for US and UK law

firms and organisations.

Carefully planned and considered what
content would be most relevant and engaging
to law students at Monash;
Maintained a focus on meeting and filling a
genuine information gap in currently available
resources relating to UK/US careers;
Undertaken planning to determine the most
effective publishing and communication
methods.

With the large majority of 2021 spent in lockdown,
we have ensured our time is best utilised building
our content base and website design prior to
launch. We have:

OVERVIEW



We aim to make a difference in our legal
community by raising awareness of cultural
diversity and gender equality.

Legal ID has been able to invite law students
and legal professionals to share their journeys
on our social media platforms.

Legal ID wishes to encourage and support law
students while ensuring an open discussion is
continued.

We have launched a successful
Instagram platform to post thought-
provoking and awareness-raising
content.

So far, we have produced two projects,
focusing on cultural diversity and gender
equality respectively.

We also had the pleasure of interviewing
Amber Li, the co-founder and principal
lawyer of Align Law. She was able to
provide insights into barriers she faced
both as a university student and as a
successful principal lawyer.

We wish to grow Legal ID's social
media platform through
collaboration with other
organizations.

We also seek to engage with more
Monash law students and law
professionals and provide
interactive Zoom webinars to allow
viewers to engage with the
presenter.

In order to expand Legal ID's impact, we
are looking to launch a website. Using
Squarespace as our platform, it would
cost $165.00 annually to maintain.





LINKLAW
CENTERED ON LEGAL INNOVAT ION & NETWORK ING

OVERVIEW
WHAT?

We aim to promote an understanding of how innovation has now emerged
in the field of law.

WHY?
Future lawyers have a choice: either ride the wave of innovation, or risk
missing out on the chance to play in the big league of tomorrow’s legal
industry.

We believe the best way to promote innovative thinking is through
collaboration. However, networking with peers can be a challenge,
especially for first- and second-year law students due to Covid.

LinkLaw aims to bridge the gap that online learning has created - fostering
those important connections that law school should provide, in an
environment that helps prepare students for innovative legal careers.

HOW?
We intend to achieve this through an open platform for formal and informal
discussions where our peers can network and socialise with the diverse
community of Monash.

WHAT has been done, so far?
We have launched our website and social media accounts to promote
LinkLaw. While Covid put our networking sessions on hold, we have launched
our 'Innovation Talks' which feature short interviews with innovative
members of the legal industry, to promote to students.

BUDGET
Do we need funding? Currently we have
been able to sustain ourselves well with the
help of our talented teammembers. In the
future we will require funding for promotions,
website upkeep and a future initiatives such
as our in person networking sessions. This
funding would likely be nominal.

We have already spent $105.60 for a yearly
subscription for our website, and at the
minimumwould like to maintain this
subscription.

KEY
OBJECTIVES:

Hold networking

sessions that help

encourage all students

to participate in

innovative thinking

Help overcome

networking barrier

presented by the shift to

online learning by

helping to connect

students to their peers

Foster a community

where ideas around

innovation can be

explored. This includes

ideas that may not

necessarily be 'high tech'

Emphasis on

encouraging student to

pursue a 'smarter' way

of knowing the law

FUTURE GOALS
Moving to in-person
networking
Gain followers on socials to
help promote our events
Continue to connect to the
emerging, billion-dollar
innovation/tech industry -
focusing on real, current
issues for students!



Why?
Our team members collectively believed that whilst
we are constantly informed about the importance of
networking for lawyers, we had not necessarily been
given the basic guidance on how to get started.
Through interviewing our classmates, friends and
colleagues studying law we realised there was a lack
of guidance towards networking. We came to the
conclusion that creating a space for experienced
professionals to share tips and tricks, and their
experience around networking was a useful project
which we feel will heavily benefit law students.

NetworkedIn
 Starting with a panel and Q&A from a Monash representative at the Law

Institute of Victoria, a leading professional association for lawyers in Victoria, we
intend to run a series of events from various speakers within different sectors of

the legal field. Our aim is to give students studying law an introduction to the
significance of networking, explain its vitality within the legal profession, and

provide useful tools and methods on how to network within the faculty of law
and the wider industry.

Funding
We hope to receive funding to cater

our in-person events and provide
complimentary gifts to our speakers.

Funding will also be useful to hire guest
speakers for our panel.

 Our Future
The anticipated future of NetworkedIn consists of
continuing to run events to provide students with
tips on how they can build their network during
their law degree. We will plan in person panel
sessions after lockdown as we have found that
students respond better to an in person
networking event where they can meet speakers
and guests and talk, rather than it being solely
online. 



MONASH LAW AMBASSADOR PROGRAM 2021

Chethiya Edirisooriya,  Monica Tran,  Annie Zhang,  Felice Lok,  Shreshtha Gupta,  Jonas Au,  Man Thng, Jessica Ly,
Rachelle Frederick,  Stan Mavroudis &  Isabelle de La Masse-Homsy.

AMBASSADORS

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LawCord is a Discord server for law students to interact with each other, through study discussions and
connecting with legal professionals - a platform that provides online networking opportunities for the
Monash Law student community.

OUR GOALS

WHAT'S NEXT FOR US?

ACHIEVEMENTS

CONTACT US

lawcord.monash@gmail.com

FOLLOW LAWCORD ON SOCIAL MEDIA

facebook.com/lawcord/

linkedin.com/company/lawcord

JOIN DISCORD

discord.com/invite/sFgJwxbxnk

Improve LawCord & promote via social media to expand our network.  

Collaborate with other law ambassadors.  

Organise programs with industry professionals & Monash Law alumni.

Designed our logo. 

Created Facebook &LinkedIn accounts for
LawCord. 

LawCord Discord server launched with several
channels; 

            Study groups for all LLB & JD units 

Implemented multiple bots to assist in quality of
life and moderation of the server.

To foster a sense of community through virtual
platforms that are convenient for onshore and
offshore students. 

Encourage networking among fellow law
students undertaking the same units. 

Promote a more close-knit Monash Law
community.



Our Team: Jordan Bova, Katja Annaliese, Menake De Silva, Natalie Despotellis,
Nathan Shannan and Taylah Stretton

Who Are We?
Legal Latte is an innovative networking program that connects law
students with legal professionals across all practice areas. In its

second year of operation, Legal Latte is distinguishable from other
programs, as the only commitment required by both parties is a

single meeting over a cup of coffee! Although there is no obligation,
participants are free to stay in contact after their initial session.

What Have We Achieved?

What's Next?

We have had approximately 50 student sign-ups across the LLB
and JD. We have begun connecting with industry professionals
and are in the process of advertising with key stakeholders, such
as the Law Institute of Victoria. Additionally, we have retained

professionals from last year's program. We anticipate to facilitate
all connections by the end of the semester.

We plan to continue to brainstorm ways to attract more students
and professionals to the program. We hope to commence a
round of in-person catch-ups once Covid-19 restrictions ease.

While we have incurred no expenses in running the program, we
would use monetary funds for advertising purposes to expand

our project's scope.



Legal Buzz strives to facilitate a supportive network for sustainability-
conscious law students and professionals. We educate and enhance
our local community through our working bees, outreach events and
social media platforms. 

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS

OUR VISION
Legal Buzz recognises the
struggle for students to find
opportunities to meet with
lawyers to discuss career
pathways. We bridge the gap
by providing a platform for
students and lawyers to interact
and also learn about current
news in the sustainability sector. 

LEGAL BUZZ working bees 

STAY CONNECT WITH US:
Facebook: @legalbuzzworkingbees
Linkedin: Legal Buzz Working Bees
Instagram: @legalbuzz

2019: First working bee event at
the Jock Marshall Reserve,
Monash University. 
We planted up to 50 trees. 

2020: Zoom event with Associate
Professor Gerry Nagtzaam
discussing Developments in
Environmental Law. 

2021: Zoom careers panel in
collaboration with Lawcate. Our
guests included commercial and
government lawyers, a barrister
and a researcher. It was a success
with up to 40 people on the night! 



Copyright Law Ambassador Program 2021
This book has been created by students from the Monash University Faculty of Law Ambassador Program.
Compiled by: Faculty of Law, Monash University

All effort was made to create this book free from error and omission. All content within this book, inclusive of ideas, 
shall not be used without the permission of Monash University and Ambassador Groups. All rights reserved to the 
program and its creators. However, the author, publisher, editor, their employees or agents shall not accept 
responsibility for injury, loss or damage to any person or body or organisation acting or refraining from such action 
because of material in this book, whether or not such injury, loss or damage is in any way due to any negligent act 
or omission, breach of duty, or default on the part of the author, publisher, editor or their employees or agents.




